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XITE’s Oli Bennett takes on the world to get ready for America 
 

- XITE Racing confirms Nitro Rallycross electric future  
- But before that, Oli’s going back to Barcelona for World RX opener next month 

- “Back to the cut and thrust of rallycross. I can’t wait.” 
 
Middle East done. South America done.  
 
It’s time for Bristol racer Oli Bennett to turn his attention to the United States of America. But 
before he lands Stateside, there’s still time for a brief European tour to Barcelona. And 
maybe beyond. 
 
Having helped shape the future of motorsport with a pair of top-six finishes at the first two 
rounds of the ground-breaking Extreme E series, the 28-year-old now turns his attention to 
the rock and roll world of rallycross.  
 
Oli will reignite his passion for the rough and tumble formula aboard his 600bhp XITE Racing 
Mini Cooper Supercar at next month’s World RX of Barcelona-Catalunya (July 23/24). Later in 
the season, he will focus his attention on the all-American Nitro Rallycross series, starting 
with a September season-opener in Salt Lake City. 
 
“Extreme E is amazing,” said Oli, “but the nature of the courses we race on means there’s not 
always as much cut and thrust racing as I would want. That’s definitely not the case with 
rallycross. 
 
“Sitting on the line with close to 4000 horsepower ready to be poked and pointed at the 
same corner is something else. I love the close nature of the racing in RX. Honestly, there’s 
never a dull moment.” 
 
Oli’s RX pedigree is well documented. Having run at the front of the British scene he’s now 
become a World Rallycross regular. He tackled the last round of the 2020 World RX season 
and scored well at the Barcelona circuit.   
 
“I’m really excited to be back in Barcelona,” he said. “Because of coronavirus, Spain was the 
only World RX round I competed in last year. Even though I hadn’t been in the car much and 
it was my first time in the Mini, I still made it to the semi-finals.  
 
Since then, the XITE Mini has evolved into an even more fearsome RX fighter. 
 
Oli added: “The car’s had some updates and we should be getting more speed from the Mini, 
so I want to be looking to the semi-finals and beyond. I’ve had more seat time, done more 
testing and have a really good feeling with the car.  
 



“Obviously, this is a world championship, so we know there’s going to be a lot of quality 
drivers out there. Let’s see who’s coming and what they’ve got. A top-10 would be a decent 
result, but I’m secretly chasing the top six.” 
 
The secret’s out, Oli. 
“Oh, yeah. Well, a top-six would be a mega result. The main thing for me is to get back in the 
car. I can’t wait to be back in the Mini – it feels like I haven’t raced it for a long time now. And 
I like Barcelona, it’s a cool place. It’s the place I first watched a WRX race. The fans are great, 
the atmosphere’s really nice and it’s a pretty sick track too.” 
 
XITE Racing is also considering an entry in World RX of Germany (Nürburging, July 31-August 
1). After that, the coolest Mini race car on planet earth will be shipped across the Atlantic for 
Nitro Rallycross. 
 
The all-American series means a five-round, coast-to-coast tour which includes action as far 
west as Glen Helen Raceway in California and The FIRM, Florida in the other direction. 
 
For round one, Oli’s bound for Salt Lake City – home to the very first Kentucky Fried Chicken 
restaurant. 
 
“Nitro Rallycross is really exciting for us,” he said. “We’re working very hard with XITE Energy 
in North America right now and the chance to go out there and take the brand and the car on 
a tour through some of the coolest tracks in America is something I’m very excited about.” 
 
This year’s Nitro campaign is just a precursor to the real deal, with XITE Racing one of the first 
teams to sign up to next year’s all-electric NRX series. 
 
“Obviously,” said Oli, “the main focus of our NRX effort is looking forward to the FC1-X. The 
Extreme E Odyssey 21 all-electric racer is a cool thing, but this RX car is just insane. When the 
lights go green at NRX next year, we’ll be fired into the future by the electrical equivalent of 
1000bhp.  
 
“We’ll pull 3G off the line. I can’t wait. 
 
“Is that true about the Colonel in Salt Lake City? Interesting. But not one to get XITEd about.”  


